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Details of Visit:

Author: LinusTesla
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: 24/7 Babylon Girls London Escorts Agency
Website: https://www.babylongirls.co.uk/
Phone: 07919077777

The Premises:

One of the best escorts home I have been to so far. Few minutes walk from Earl’s Court station.
Modern shower facilities, clean place, beautiful decor.

The Lady:

Identical copy of her profile photos. 5’5 brown straight hair, clean shaven, classy. 

The Story:

is one of the few ladies where she was an exact copy of her profile photos with no change, tender,
caring and flawless complexion.
Having Russian radio, with classical music in the background - mistress passion vibe with this lady
is an experience.

Mikel knows how to adore a man. Getting out of the shower she was fully undressed, starts fk with
me with my towel on, I instantly turned rock hard, then takes my towel off and starts going down on
me with eye contact, while I stroked her. Perfect complexion, straight brown hair, smooth skin, one
of my favourite rare vagina patterns I have seen, clean shaven, and neat with many layers, and so
sweet to suck and touch.

Her sexual intelligence was one of the best. She knew where to touch, how to touch, and when.
Anticipated my needs before I even voiced them, all done with tender and passion. Loves
passionate kissing just the way I like it, really connects with you romantically, I really forgot that I
was paying to have her company, she made it all look like a natural Mistress lover incident.

The cherry on the cake for me was when I took my shower at the end. She put on her long see
through white dress, and was helping me put my Jacket on, that moment my heart sank at how
sweet and gentle of a human she is.

Semi house tour at the end, with a bit of Russian tutoring on her part taught me how to say
“Natural”, “I love you”, among other things. Beautifully decorated place by the way.

What she lacks in English, makes up for in hospitality, class, and bed romantics. Highly recommend
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by me for the sensual, romantic man.
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